Accreditation:

Workshop space is limited. For
information, call Diana Jensen at
206-543-3061 or e-mail:
vil@u.washington.edu

Our mailing address is:
Vascular Imaging Laboratory
815 Mercer Street
Seattle, WA 98109

The University of Washington School
of Medicine is accredited by the
Accreditation Council for Continuing
Medical Education to provide
continuing medical education for
physicians.
The University of Washington School
of Medicine designates this
educational activity for a maximum
of 14.25 AMA PRA Category 1
CreditsTM. Physicians should only
claim credit commensurate with the
extent of their participation in the
activity.

MRI of Carotid
Atherosclerosis
A workshop and
symposium for imaging
vulnerable carotid
plaque
Workshop

Sept. 24th and 25th, 2008

Symposium:
Sept. 26th, 2008
Presented by the
Vascular Imaging Laboratory and
the Bio-Molecular Imaging Center
Department of Radiology
University of Washington
Seattle, WA

Workshop
Understand basic
pathophysiology of
atherosclerotic carotid
disease

Learn protocols for imaging
carotid atherosclerosis
using the Philips Achieva 3T
MR scanner

Practice 3T carotid MRI
scanning with extensive
hands-on opportunities

Master the basic imaging
techniques for the carotid
artery wall

Explore the potential of
new and novel imaging at
3T

Discover practical analysis
of imaging data with the
latest quantitative
interpretation software

Curriculum:
•

Introduction to the interpretation of atherosclerotic plaque images

•

Lesion types, plaque components, morphological measurements, and use of multiple contrast weightings

•

Scan artifacts and solutions: achieving desired image contrast in the presence of flow

•

Problem solving and applications for clinical trials

•

Software and hardware for image acquisition and analysis

Symposium
Carotid Atherosclerosis Imaging: Application in Clinical Trials and Natural History Studies is a
symposium that will bring together imaging experts, cardiovascular pathologists, and clinicians to discuss the
current status of imaging of carotid atherosclerosis, to understand the quantitative information obtained from
different imaging modalities and their association with atherosclerosis progression and clinical events, and to
determine future directions in clinical trial design and risk assessment.

